Literacy:
Poetic style; Listening and responding
to a range of poems. A study of
distinctive styles.

Modern Narratives; Core text
‘George’s secret key to the universe.’
Descriptive writing, letter writing,
newspaper recounts, diary entry, Sci-fi
Adventure
Biography; Stephen Hawking
Persuasive Writing; Caring for our
environment.

Science:
Autumn 1 ; Earth and Space
Autumn 2 ; Investigating movement,

Maths:

Music:

Number and the number system; Place value,
counting and comparing, rounding of numbers and
Roman numerals.

Play and perform in solo and
group ensembles; Developing a
greater understanding of
melody.
Singing within an ensemble with

Calculation and problem solving; +, -, x, ÷

forces and magnets

Statistics; Presenting and interpreting data using
graphs and tables.

R.E:

Area and perimeter: Measure and calculate

Exploring God as holy and loving – links

Instant recall of times table facts.

to Christianity

Art:
Artist study; Peter Thorpe.
Children will use visual language to
describe his works. Ideas will be

Computing:

bag.

developed imaginatively through

Keeping safe and being responsible

Biographies and autobiographies
Geography:
The Power Of Imagery - animals

when using the internet.

Location knowledge; Where is
South
America;
locating countries,
Persuasive
Writing/argument
regions and major cities within this
writing
continent. Locating seas, lakes,
rivers and oceans.

Skills; Digital mapping and atlas
work, using 8 point compasses

sketch, painting and drawing of key
shapes.

Basic skills; Computer Challenges

PSHCE:

Multimedia; E-book combining video,

New Beginnings!

pictures and text and audio.

The importance of rules and

Newspaper reports.

The Thames.

understanding

in Britain today.

new out of something old – The t-shirt

Letters (from passengers on SS.

control of pitch and musical

melodies using an instrument

Looking at what it means to be a Muslim

Eco awareness; Creating something

Human and Physical Geography;
GB - home)
similarities and differences
between a region of South America
and home – The river Amazon and

sound with clear diction,

Confidently perform own

D.T. project - help required!!

Place knowledge; key physical and
Recount
of school trip
human
characteristics
within South
America.

the aim of producing a round

P.E:
French:
Practise reading, writing and speaking
short phrases that describe
themselves and their immediate
environment. Creation of a passport of
information about themselves at home
and school.

Circuits
Swimming – to competently swim
over a distance of 25 miles and to
use a range of strokes effectively.
Netball and hockey (please have full
outdoor and indoor kit)

Global
diversity:
Improving the
environment –
considering
topical issues.
Steps towards
accreditation of
the Eco Award.

keeping to them.
Valuing and respecting one
another. Exploring
relationships/myself and my
emotions.

